
Thank you for choosing the MAXIMA SOLAR LIGHTS Solar Street Light. For any questions, please email us.

MAXIMA SOLAR LIGHTS

If the battery is 0V, please replace by new 
battery.

8

Check if there is a long rainy and cloudy, when 
power is not enough, the light will turn to smart 
power mode compulsorily to ensure long time 
lighting, Even it is sensed, the light won’t turn to 
brighter mode.

Make sure cable connected, then put the 
solar lamp in strong sunshine charging 
4~6 hours, then observe the lights at night.

solar panel

When sunshine is good, the light will turn to 
normal working mode again automatically and 
has sensor function.
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To choose working mode from 5 smart modes with remote control.

Working modes can be chosen from:

Remark:
Default is M mode, you can choose the best mode according to different sunshine condition. 

To ensure long time lighting, we do only suggest M or L mode. 
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ON ON: Turn on the light

OFF: Turn off the light

L: 2hrs-100%, 2hrs-70%, 8hrs-20%

M: 100% when detect any movement, 30% no movement

U: 2hrs-100%, 2hrs-70%, 2hr-50%; sensor start working, when detect movement 50% , 20% 

no movement.

T: 1hrs-50%, 4hrs-100%, 3hr-50%, 4hr-25%

S: 6hrs-100%, 6hrs-50%

-20%: decrease 20% brightness based on original working mode

+ 20%: increase 20% brightness based on original working mode
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When press Button to change mode, light will turn off for 5 
seconds and then turn on again for new lighting mode.

100% brightness

in first 2 hours

70% brightness

for 2 hours

20% brightness

for 8 hours
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2.Fix solar street light on to the pole 
    with 6 pcs screws.

1.Connect the cable between 
    solar panel and lamp

Diameter Φ40~76mm

Poles difference ( suggest pole diameter 76mm )
If the pole diameter between 40~76mm, use matched screws ( with nut );

If the pole diameter between 79~89mm, please remove the nut.

Small anchor ear

Big anchor ear

Diameter Φ79~89mm

Open spanner 1pc
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2.Pole do not exceed lamp too long, in case of shadows on solar panel

1.Trees or building do not exceed lamp too high, in case of shadows on solar panel

1.Please cover the solar panels with shelters, it means at night, and then connect the 
cables, the lamp will be lighting.

2. If you take down the shelters, it means at daytime, the lamp will be off automatically.

Maxima.Solar  solar street light will be automatically lighting at night without any manually 
operation. Maxima.Solar  solar street light will turn on at dusk and turn off at dawn automatically.

If you want to check whether the Maxima Unit are lighting during the daytime:

Notice: Please do not need Press ON button of remote to turn on the lamp,
             because our MAXIMA units have Automatic Activation Function.
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